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Trial of the sea lion classic

Trial of the Sea LionLevel: 16 (Requires 16)TajarriDendrite Starblaze Third in the series that leads a druid to gaining Aquatic Form. Content[shown] Target Editing Find pendants half of underwater agility and Pendants half of aquatic stamina. Talk to the residents of Moonglade to find out clues about the location of these items. Form a sea
lion pendant from two halves of the pendant. You need to be near the Temple of Remulos to do this. Bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze in the village of Nighthaven, Moonglade. Edit description For the second test, you will need two halves as a pendant of the Sea Lion. Half take strength from the agility of the sea lion aspect,
skimming through the water; The other draws strength from the incredible stamina of the sea lion aspect. Druids rely on both of these same characteristics to express aspects of their aquatic form. Talk to the locals of Moonglade to find out where the parts might lie, and bring the two here to join together. After formation, bring the pendant
to Dendrite Starblaze. Editing Progress Have you formed your pendant for me to check, &lt;name&gt;? If you need help in locateing parts, try asking the local population for information. Not only will you find what you seek, but it will give you a reason to explore this magical and sacred glade. Complete Edit You've completed the Sea Lion's
experiment, &lt;name&gt;- congratulations. Each task in getting pendants shows that both agility and stamina are necessary to act in harmony with what you desire to do underwater. Can't survive without the other, and both can't be done without your willingness to embrace aspects of sea lions. Remember these lessons well, and trust
them once you have achieved your aquatic form. The Edit +300 Cenarion Circle Award for Reputation Notes Editing the text of this mission is identical to both factions. Thunder Bluff Flight Master can tell you where to find the pendant halves, or see Half Pendant's Aquatic Agility Half Pendant's Aquatic Endurance Clues Edit From the
Flying Master Tauren In the Silverpine Forest along the edge of North Tide's Run, an abandoned boat located ashore. Out west of this lies what you seek, swim too far and the ocean will crush you from fatigue. It is located on the ocean floor in a lock box, waiting for you to claim it. You will be hard-pressed to survive diving into such
depths without help, so take the heart; a bubbly crack provides new breath to divers looking for half of the pendant. Use it wisely. From the Night Elf flying master in northeast Barrens a polluted lake. Locals call it Sludge Fen; The joint venture has turned once blue crystal water into a mire of industrial by-products and waste. In the heart of
this fen lies what you seek, name. Be warned - The Joint Venture Is not tolerated&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; and they consider anyone who does not work for them so. You will especially be a target as a defender of nature, something they vehemently oppose. Quest progression Edit Template:Aquatic Form External linksSit
Find the Half Pendant of Aquatic Agility and the Half Pendant of Aquatic Endurance. Talk to the residents of Moonglade to find out clues about the location of these items. Form a sea lion pendant from two halves of the pendant. You need to be near the Temple of Remulos to do this. Bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze in the village of
Nighthaven, Moonglade. For the second Test, you'll need two halves that make the Sea Lion's Pendant. Half take strength from the agility of the sea lion aspect, skimming through the water; The other draws strength from the incredible stamina of the sea lion aspect. Druids rely on both of these same characteristics to express aspects of
their aquatic form. Talk to the locals of Moonglade to find out where the parts might lie, and bring the two here to join together. After formation, bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze. Did you create a pendant for me to check?. If you need help in locateing parts, try asking the local population for information. Not only will you find what
you seek, but it will give you a reason to explore this magical and sacred glade. You've completed the sea lion's experiment, &lt;name&gt;- congratulations. Each task in getting pendants shows that both agility and stamina are necessary to act in harmony with what you desire to do underwater. Can't survive without the other, and both
can't be done without your willingness to embrace aspects of sea lions. Remember these lessons well, and trust them once you have achieved your aquatic form. You'll get: Half Pendant of Aquatic Agility Half Pendant of Aquatic Stamina After completing this task you'll gain: 75 reputations with Cenarion Circle Simply browse for your
screenshots using the form below. Screenshots containing UI elements are often rejected when seen, the same happens with screenshots from the model or character selection screen. The higher the quality the better! Please review our Screen Capture Guidelines before submitting! Just enter the URL of the video in the form below.
Wowpedia Wowpedia Find half pendants of underwater agility and half pendant of aquatic stamina. Talk to the residents of Moonglade to find out clues about the location of these items. Form a sea lion pendant from two halves of the pendant. You need to be near the Temple of Remulos to this. Bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze in
the village of Nighthaven, Moonglade. For the second Test, you'll need two halves that make the Sea Lion's Pendant. Half take strength from the agility of the sea lion aspect, skimming through the water; other draws&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; from the incredible stamina of the sea lion aspect. Druids rely on both of these
same characteristics to express aspects of their aquatic form. Talk to the locals of Moonglade to find out where the parts might lie, and bring the two here to join together. After formation, bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze. Did you create a pendant for me to check?. If you need help in locateing parts, try asking the local population for
information. Not only will you find what you seek, but it will give you a reason to explore this magical and sacred glade. You've completed the sea lion's experiment, &lt;name&gt;- congratulations. Each task in getting pendants shows that both agility and stamina are necessary to act in harmony with what you desire to do underwater. Can't
survive without the other, and both can't be done without you willingly embracing aspects of sea lions. Remember these lessons well, and trust them once you have achieved your aquatic form. Reward Locations You will also receive: 0 Profits After completing this task you will gain: 875 experiences (5 25 at maximum)75 Reputation with
Cenarion Circle Related Find Pendants half of underwater agility and Pendants half of aquatic durability. Talk to the residents of Moonglade to find out clues about the location of these items. Form a sea lion pendant from two halves of the pendant. You need to be near the Temple of Remulos to do this. Bring the pendant to Dendrite
Starblaze in the village of Nighthaven, Moonglade. NPC or this object can be found in Moonglade. For the second Test, you'll need two halves that make the Sea Lion's Pendant. Half take strength from the agility of the sea lion aspect, skimming through the water; The other draws strength from the incredible stamina of the sea lion aspect.
Druids rely on both of these same characteristics to express aspects of their aquatic form. Talk to the locals of Moonglade to find out where the parts might lie, and bring the two here to join together. After formation, bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze. Did you create a pendant for me to check?. If you need help in locateing parts, try
asking the local population for information. Not only will you find what you seek, but it will give you a reason to explore this magical and sacred glade. You've completed the sea lion's experiment, &lt;name&gt;- congratulations. Each task in getting the pendant shows that both agility and stamina are necessary to act in harmony with what
you desire to do Water. Can't survive without the other, and both can't be done without you willingly embracing aspects of sea lions. Remember these lessons well, and trust them once you have achieved your aquatic form. After completing this task, you'll gain: 875 experiences (at level 16) (0 5 25 at maximum level) Contributions You
don't have enough&amp;lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; You'll need to sign in with your forum account (or Sign up if you haven't already). WowheadWowhead Find pendants half of nimble fisheries and half pendants of aquatic stamina. Talk to the residents of Moonglade to find out clues
about the location of these items. Form a sea lion pendant from two halves of the pendant. You need to be near the Temple of Remulos to do this. Bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze in the village of Nighthaven, Moonglade. For the second Test, you'll need two halves that make the Sea Lion's Pendant. Half take strength from the
agility of the sea lion aspect, skimming through the water; The other draws strength from the incredible stamina of the sea lion aspect. Druids rely on both of these same characteristics to express aspects of their aquatic form. Talk to the locals of Moonglade to find out where the parts might lie, and bring the two here to join together. After
formation, bring the pendant to Dendrite Starblaze. Did you create a pendant for me to check?. If you need help in locateing parts, try asking the local population for information. Not only will you find what you seek, but it will give you a reason to explore this magical and sacred glade. You've completed the sea lion's experiment,
&lt;name&gt;- congratulations. Each task in getting pendants shows that both agility and stamina are necessary to act in harmony with what you desire to do underwater. Can't survive without the other, and both can't be done without you willingly embracing aspects of sea lions. Remember these lessons well, and trust them once you have
achieved your aquatic form. After completing the task, get: 87.5 experience (5 25 at maximum) Contribute&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt;
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